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Prepared for :  David Kirkman  Carpentry and Joinery 

 19 Hilldale Dr, 

Bolwarra Heights, NSW 2320 

ATTN: David Kirkman 

  

Purpose:  This report was requested by David Kirkman of David Kirkman Carpentry and 

Joinery to address structural concerns identified in the course of carrying out 

previous inspections to St Columbans Church Mayfield. 

 

Inspection date:  16th Dec 2016 

 

Report date:  19 Jan 2017 

 

The property:  The church building located at 39 Church st Mayfield is of concrete, masonry and 
timber construction, dating to around 1929. 

 
 The lower perimeter walls consist of cavity masonry constructed over partially 

suspended concrete footings, with timber bearers and joists supporting the ground 
floor.  The footings to these walls consist of reinforced concrete strip footings and 
isolated concrete pads. Un-conventionally, the strip footings supporting the 
masonry walls have been constructed with some sections partially above ground, 
and some fully above ground suspended sections spanning between embedded 
concrete piles. 

 The upper level main cathedral walls have been constructed on suspended 
reinforced concrete beams spanning between circular concrete columns founded 
below ground. (Refer Photo  P 1   Appendix A). 

The main roof structure consists of timber king post trusses resting on concrete and 
masonry supports. The trusses form 7 bays, with timber purlins spanning between 
the truss top chords, and timber battens proving direct support to roof tiles. Timber 
ceiling joists span between the bottom chords of the trusses. Several false ceilings 
have been installed below the original ceiling along with addition of sound baffles. 

 

 

Scope:  This report is intended to provide initial advice on the condition of the below listed 
elements and make recommendations for remedial repair where applicable. 

1. Existing timber roof trusses with particular attention to failed king pin on two 
trusses. 

2. Failed masonry wall ties. 

3. Concrete cancer to footings 

 

A limited visual inspection of items 1 and 3 above, was carried out on 16th Dec in the presence of David 

Kirkman. Photographic evidence of item 2 was also reviewed. 

 

The findings for each of the above items are discussed following: 
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Description of Defects & Recommendations 
  

Roof Structure. 

 

Under Purlin support – Western end wall. 

The masonry support to the northern underpurlin at the western wall has failed and no longer provides 

adequate support. Refer Photo  P 2, Appendix A. 

The masonry support should be repaired. Loose masonry units should be removed and re-built along with 

any missing units. 

 

 

King Post Roof Trusses. 

The top chords and vertical king post are connected with a bolted steel plate arrangement. The connection 

had failed on two of the trusses at the time of inspection, with the vertical king posts becoming semi-

detached from the connection to the top chords. In each case the single bolt had sheared through the end 

grain of the king post. Refer Photo P 3 & Photo P 4, Appendix A. 

The king post failure is of serious structural concern and should be repaired.  The recommended remedial fix 

by David Kirkman involving the installation of steel plates to both sides of the top and bottom chords, and 

fixed together with 2 – off tensioned galv’ threaded bars is considered structurally adequate. This work 

should be carried out without delay. 

 

Ceiling Structures. 

Parts of the original ceiling structure have become detached and have fallen onto the suspended ceiling 

structure below. Refer Photo P 5, Appendix A. 

The fallen object should be removed from the suspended ceiling. The remaining original ceiling lining 

should be removed where possible, or made safe by securing to the original structural support members. 

 

Masonry Wall ties. 

The masonry wall ties between leaves across the internal cavity have failed at multiple locations along the 

southern external wall where visible. The ties have completely rusted through and no longer provide a 

connection between the inner and outer masonry leaves.  Refer Photo P 6, provided by David Kirkman. 

 

Proprietary corrosion resistant remedial wall ties (stainless steel) should be installed between the inner and 

outer masonry leaves of all external walls to the entire structure. Ties should be installed in accordance with 

the manufacturer’s specification on a two way grid of maximum 600mm spacing. 

 

Footings 

The subfloor area to the western entry vestibule was accessed and the exposed above-ground sections of the 

footing inspected.  Clear signs of concrete cancer to the exposed sides of the footings was evident with 

spalling of the outer concrete and exposed reinforcement observed at multiple locations. Both the 
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longitudinal top & bottom reinforcement as well as vertical ties were exposed and been previously painted 

with some form of rust inhibitor. Refer Photos Photo P 7, Photo P 8, Photo P 9 ,  Appendix A. 

The subfloor area to the south – eastern corner section of the main building was accessed and the exposed 

above ground sections of the footing inspected.  At this location, several sections of the footing comprised of 

suspended concrete strip footings spanning between isolated concrete piles are supporting both external and 

internal masonry walls. 

Clear signs of concrete cancer to the exposed sides and underside of the footings was again evident with 

spalling of the outer concrete and exposed reinforcement evident at multiple locations. Both the longitudinal 

top & bottom reinforcement as well as vertical ties were exposed. The reinforcement has been previously 

painted with some form of rust inhibitor. The reinforcement was in very poor condition with badly rusted 

sections evident. Some reinforcement ties have completely rusted through. Refer Photo P 10, Photo P 11, 

Photo P 12, Photo P 13,    Appendix A. 

The northern subfloor section of the building was accessed by David Kirkman and some phots taken. David 

observed that the footings in this section appeared to be in better condition that those in the south-east 

section discussed above. 

A footing to one of the main concrete support columns was inspected and appeared to be in reasonable 

condition, however no determination in relation to the adequacy of the footing can be made from visual 

inspection alone. (Refer Photo P 14, Appendix A)   

 

 Discussion 

The observed concrete cancer and resulting damage to the footing reinforcement is of serious concern. Because 

of the age of the structure, the quality of the concrete used in the footings is likely to be below current 

Australian Standards.  It is considered the strip footings have likely exceeded their design life with both the 

concrete and steel reinforcement having deteriorated beyond acceptable limits. 

The capacity of the inspected footings to provide adequate structural support to the building into the future is 

questionable. Whilst a low percentage (approximately 20%) of the strip footings were observed at the time of 

inspection, it is likely the remaining strip footings have similar deterioration and therefore limited capacity to 

provide adequate structural  support  

Given the observed damage to the concrete strip footing discussed above, concerns are also held in relation to 

the condition of the footings to the main supporting columns of the building.   

It is our opinion the footings will continue to deteriorate and will undergo failure at some point. This will result 

in excessive deflections, and damage to the building. The building may become unsafe as a result. 

 

Recommendations 

 

As discussed above, it is our opinion that the footings to the building have exceeded their useful design life.  

Two options for treatment of the structure are presented as follows: 
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x Option 1: Replacement of the footing system to the building. Broadly this would consist of ; 

o Comprehensive investigation of the existing footing structure from both historical design 

drawings where available, and further extensive site investigation. 

o Design of replacement footing system and associated construction methodology. 

o Partial demolition and temporary support of the above ground structures where required. 

o Construction of replacement footing system. 

o Rectification of any damage to building structure. 

Burke Engineering services may be of assistance in carrying out the required investigation, design 

and construction supervision work if required. 

 

x Option 2 : Demolition of the building.  

The feasibility of this option may be dependent on any historical significance and heritage status the 

building may have.  Clarification of the status of the building in this regard should be sought.  

 

 

Report Prepared by :  P.McDonald (B.Eng civil, M.I.E.Aust ) 

 

Report Checked by :  J. Burke (B.Eng civil, CPEng, NPER) 
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Appendix A – Photos. 

 

Photo  P 1- Internal main support columns. 

 

 

Photo  P 2- Failed support to under-purlin – western wall 

 

 
Photo P 3- Failed king post connection to central truss 
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Photo P 4- Failed king post connection to truss @ eastern end 

 
Photo P 5- Damaged ceiling lining 

 

 
Photo P 6- Failed (rusted) masonry ties – southern wall cavity 
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Photo P 7- Exposed reinforcement to footing under vestibule area 

 
Photo P 8- Previously treated exposed reinforcement to footing under vestibule area 

 

 
Photo P 9- Concrete spall to footing under vestibule area 
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Photo P 10- Exposed reinforcement and failed ties to south-east section. 

 

 
Photo P 11- Exposed reinforcement and failed ties to south-east section. 

 

 
Photo P 12- Exposed rusted reinforcement to south-east section. 
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Photo P 13- Exposed reinforcement to underside of footing- south-east section 

 

 

 
Photo P 14- Example of footing to main support column 
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